Abstract In open multi-agent systems, agents can enter or leave the system, interact, form societies, and have dependency relations with each other. In these systems, when agents have to collaborate or coordinate their activities to achieve their objectives, their different interests and preferences can come into conflict. Argumentation is a powerful technique to harmonise these conflicts. However, in many situations the social context of agents determines the way in which agents can argue to reach agreements. In this paper, we advance research in the computational representation of argumentation frameworks by proposing a new ontological-based, knowledge-representation formalism for the design of open MAS in which the participating software agents are able to manage and exchange arguments with each other taking into account the agents' social context. This formalism is the core of a case-based argumentation framework for agent societies. In addition, we present an example of the performance of the formalism in a real domain that manages the requests received by the technicians of a call centre.
Introduction
Open Multi-Agent Systems (MAS), where agents can enter or leave the system, interact, and dynamically form agent organisations to solve problems, seem to be a suitable technology for implementing large systems in terms of the services they offer and the entities that interact to provide or consume these services [22] . However, the high dynamism of the domains where open MAS commonly operate requires agents to have a way of reaching agreements that harmonise the conflicts that arise when they have to collaborate or coordinate their activities. In addition, agents in open MAS can form societies that link each other via dependency relations. These relations can emerge from agents' interactions or they can be predefined by the system. Nevertheless, the dependencies between agents are part of their social context, which has an important influence on the way agents can reach agreements with other agents. To illustrate this idea, let us introduce an example scenario where a group of technicians is arguing to solve complex problems that have been reported to a call centre that is implemented as a MAS. In call centres, technicians provide technical assistance to individuals and/or organizations that have contracted the support service with the call centre company (e.g., users of hardware products, users of a specific brand of devices, or public administrations that have subcontracted the technical support or their computer systems). The call centre technicians usually have different responsibilities and authority. When a problem is reported to the centre, basic technicians (e.g., operators) try to solve the problem individually. However, if this first level of support fails, these complex problems are redirected to be solved by an expert or by a group of technicians that must collaborate in order to reach an agreement about the best solution to provide. Also, to make this decision different considerations can be taken into account, such as quality of response, speed (to fulfill the company Service Level Agreements (SLAs)), economic issues, etc. Therefore, in our scenario, we have a group of software agents that represent technicians that engage in agreement processes to solve problems. These agents have different social contexts, that include dependency relations with each other and different preferences over the value that is promoted by the final solution decided. We understand values to be the underlying reason that an agent has to prefer one solution over another (e.g., quality, speed, savings). For instance, operators may not be as willing to accept opinions from other operators as they are to accept opinions from an expert. Also, technicians do not necessarily behave in the same way as project managers; the technicians may belong to a group of experts in charge of providing high-quality solutions, while if they act as project managers, they are more worried about providing quick responses to fulfill SLAs and to avoid possible financial penalties.
Among the wide range of agreement technologies proposed in the last few years [30] , argumentation provides a natural means of dealing with conflicts and knowledge inconsistencies that greatly resembles the way in which humans reach agreements [26] . However, little work has been done to study the effect of the social context of agents in the way that they argue. Commonly, the term agent society is used in the Argumentation and Artificial Intelligence (AI) literature as a synonym for an agent organisation [11] or a group of agents that play specific roles, follow certain interaction patterns, and collaborate to reach global objectives [23] . Our notion of agents' social context in an argumentation process includes information related to the proponent and the opponent of an argument, the group that these agents belong to, the dependency relation that they have, and the values that they want to promote [14] . Therefore, we endorse the view of value-based argumentation frameworks [6] [5] , which stress the importance of the audience in determining whether or not an argument is persuasive. Value-based argumentation frameworks extend abstract argumentation frameworks by addressing issues about the rational justification of choices. Thus, our approach to an agent society differs from the notion of agent coalitions used in [1] and [7] , which are temporary associations between agents in order to carry out joint tasks, without any consideration for the social links and values that characterise those agents.
Starting from the idea that the social context of agents determines the way in which agents can argue and reach agreements, this context might have a decisive influence on the computational representation of arguments. In this paper, we advance research in the computational representation of argumentation frameworks by proposing a new ontological-based, knowledge-representation formalism for the design of open MAS in which the participating software agents are able to manage and exchange arguments with each other taking into account the agents' social context. This formalism is the core of a case-based argumenta-tion framework for agent societies. To allow heterogeneous agents to interact in the framework, we need a common language to represent arguments and argumentation processes. Therefore, in the current work we present a new argumentation ontology called ArgCBRonto to represent case-based arguments and argumentation concepts. The structure of the paper is the following: Section 2 introduces the underlying argumentation framework; Section 3 shows the ontology-based knowledge representation formalism proposed; Section 4 shows an example scenario in the call centre domain; Section 5 reviews related work; Section 6 discusses some assumptions made in this paper; and Section 7 provides conclusions about the contributions of this research.
Case-Based Argumentation Framework
This section presents the formal specification of the case-based argumentation framework that motivated the design of the knowledge representation formalism presented in this paper 1 . Our framework has been implemented as an argumentation API in the Magentix2 2 agent platform, which provides new services and tools that allow for the secure and optimised management of open MAS.
We focus on argumentation processes that are performed among a set of agents that belong to an agent society and that must reach an agreement to solve a problem taking into account their social dependencies. Each agent builds its individual position in view of the problem (a solution for it). At this level of abstraction, we assume that this could be a generic problem of any type (e.g., a resource allocation problem, an agreed upon classification, a joint prediction, etc.) that could be characterised with a set of features. The following sections summarise the elements that characterise our argumentation framework.
The Logical Language
The logical language represents argumentation concepts and possible relations among them. In our framework, these concepts are represented in the form of cases and argumentation schemes. Therefore, the logical language of the argumentation framework is defined in terms of the vocabulary to represent these resources. The vocabulary of cases and schemes is defined by using the ArgCBROnto ontology presented in section 3. We have selected the Ontology Web Language OWL-DL 3 as the logical language to represent the vocabulary of cases. This variant is based on Description Logics (DL) and guarantees computational completeness and decidability. Note that OWL-DL does not assume closed world reasoning with negation as failure. By contrast, OWL-DL uses open world reasoning with negation as unsatisfiability. Therefore, something is false only if it can be proved to contradict other information in the ontology. This implies that two classes (i.e. concepts in description logics terminology) are contradictory if and only if they are specifically declared as such with the owl property complementOf and similarly, two instances (i.e. individuals in description logics terminology) are contradictory if and only if they are specifically declared as such with the owl property differentFrom. To illustrate the difference between negation as failure and negation as unsatisfiability let us propose the following example in the call centre domain. Suppose that a manager is arguing with an operator to decide if, based on a case-base of previous experiences, the solution proposed by the operator should be selected as the best solution to provide to a customer that has reported the problem P printer to the call centre. If the manager cannot find a previous a case that in a similar situation applied the solution proposed by this operator, a closed world reasoner would infer that the solution is not appropriate (since the suitability of the solution cannot be proved). By contrast, an OWL-DL reasoner that follows the open world assumption would infer that, in principle, there is no reason to approve or deny the solution proposed by the operator. Thus, if there are no other reasons that prevent the manager to approve the solution, it could finally select it. This reflects the usual way of reasoning of the case-based reasoning methodology, which does not infer the negation of a conclusion by the mere fact that there is not a case in the case-base that supports this conclusion. OWL-DL allows automatic description logic reasoning over argument-cases and domain-cases. In addition, it facilitates the interoperability with other systems.
The Case-Based Notion of Argument
Following our case-based computational approach for the representation of arguments, we define a formal Argumentation Framework for an Agent Society (AFAS) as an instantiation of Dung's argumentation framework [10] . Thus any semantics of Dung's-like abstract argumentaion frameworks can be also applied in our framework [15] : Definition 2 (Argumentation Framework for an Agent Society) An argumentation framework for an agent society is a tuple AFAS = <A, R, S t > where: A is a set of arguments; R is an irreflexive binary attack relation on A; and S t is a society of agents as defined in [15] .
The main advantages that our framework has over other existing argumentation frameworks are: 1) the ability to represent social information in arguments; 2) the possibility of automatically managing arguments in agent societies; 3) the improvement of the agents' argumentation skills; and 4) the easy interoperability with other frameworks that follow the argument and data interchange web standards. We have adopted the Argument Interchange Format (AIF) view of arguments [8] as a set of interlinked premiss-illative-conclusion sequences. The notion of argument is determined by our KI case-based framework for representing arguments. In our framework, agents can generate arguments by instantiating the premises that represent the context of the domain where the argument is put forward in an argumentation scheme or by retrieving similar previous cases and reusing their solutions. Therefore, agents construct arguments by using their individual knowledge bases, which contain these types of knowledge resources.
Definition 3 (Knowledge Base) A Knowledge-Base in a case-based argumentation framework for agent societies consists of a finite set of K ⊆ L elements, where L is a logical language to represent these elements and K = K p ∪ K dc ∪ K ac ∪ K as , where each of these subsets are disjoint. K p is a finite set of premises; K dc is a finite set of domain-cases; K ac is a finite set of argument-cases; and K as is a finite set of argumentation schemes.
Agents use a domain-cases case-base to generate positions and arguments by reusing previous similar experiences. The structure of domain-cases is domain-dependent and we assume that we have an ontology to represent them in the specific application domain where the case-based argumentation framework is implemented. For instance, in our running example this ontology would include concepts (attributes) to characterise the software or hardware errors reported by the call centre customers. Let us assume that by means of an argumentation dialogue, the operator Stella effectively solved the problem P printer by proposing the solution S1 = "Open the lid 1, remove the jammed paper and reset" that Stella's group agreed to as being the best solution proposed (here we assume that Stella did not have any domain-case in its domain-cases case-base representing this problem-solving situation, but Stella received the solution from another operator). Therefore, a new case: will be added, improving Stella's problem solving skills.
By using their case-base of argument-cases, agents can select the best positions and arguments to put forward in a specific step of the argumentation dialogue in view of how persuasive similar positions and arguments were in the past. Thus, this knowledge resource improves the agents' argumentation skills by learning from argumentation processes. The structure of argument-cases is generic for all application domains and will be presented in Section 3 by using the ArgCBROnto ontology.
An argumentation scheme consists of a set of premises and a conclusion that is presumed to follow from them. Also, each argumentation scheme has an associated set of critical questions that represent potential attacks to the conclusion supported by the scheme. This knowledge resource can be used to generate positions and arguments. The concrete argumentation schemes that agents of our argumentation framework use depend on the application domain. For instance, in the call centre example we could have an argumentation scheme AS1 that changes the value preference order of a group of operators if the SLA contracted by the customer in the support service that they are providing is about to be breached (inspired by Waltons's argument from an exceptional case [32] ):
Major Premise: if the case of x is an exception, then the value preference order of the group can be waived and changed by quality < speed in the case of x. Minor Premise: the case of approaching the deadline contracted in a SLA is an exception. Conclusion: therefore, the value preference order of the group can be waived and changed by quality < speed in the case of approaching the deadline contracted in a SLA.
With this scheme, operators of this group must provide quick solutions for the problems that they receive, even if their individual value preferences give priority to high quality solutions.
Note that by proposing these knowledge resources for our case-based argumentation framework, we do not assume that all agents participating in the agreement process must have this specific architecture. In fact, in addition to knowing the rules of the protocol that manages the argumentation dialogue to reach the agreement, all agents can understand and interchange arguments if they share the ArgCBROnto ontology.
Therefore, arguments that agents interchange are defined as tuples of the form:
Definition 4 (Argument) Arg = φ , v, {S} , where φ is the conclusion of the argument, v is the value that the agent wants to promote with this argument, and S is a set of elements that support the argument (support set).
This support set can consist of different elements, depending on the purpose of the argument. On one hand, if the argument provides a justification for a proposed position, it is called a support argument. Its support set is the set of features (premises) that represent the context of the domain where the argument has been put forward (those premises that match the problem to solve and other extra premises that do not appear in the description of this problem but that have also been considered in order to draw the conclusion of the argument). Optionally, any knowledge resource used by its proponent to generate the argument (domain-cases, argument-cases, or argumentation schemes). On the other hand, if the argument attacks the argument of an opponent, it is called an attack argument and its support set can also include any of the attacks that are allowed in our framework. These are: critical questions, distinguishing premises, or counter-examples.
When critical questions are instantiated by an opponent agent, the conclusion of the argument that is drawn by using their associated argumentation scheme is temporally rebutted (until new information demonstrates its validity, if possible). For instance, in the call centre example, the AS1, which is an adaption of Walton's original scheme, could include the critical question "Is the case of SLA a recognized type of exception?". Thus, if any operator of the group affected by the application of this scheme could provide evidence that demonstrates that this is not the case, the value preference order of the group would not be changed.
Distinguishing premises are premises that can invalidate the application of a case to generate a valid conclusion for an argument (i.e., is a premise that does not appear in the problem description and has different values for two cases or a premise that appears in the problem description that does not appear in one of the cases). For instance, let us assume that another operator of the call centre that is engaged in the argumentation dialogue to solve the problem P printer (e.g., Vicente) has a domain-case: in its domain-cases case-base. This domain-case proposes the alternative solution S2 = "Do not use recycled paper with this printer model" that states that this model of printer does not work well with recycled paper. In that case, Stella could cite the distinguishing premise Error Message to attack the solution proposed by Vicente. Also, note that the premise Type of paper cannot be cited as a distinguishing premise since it does not appear in the P printer problem description.
A counter-examples is a case that is similar to another case (their descriptions match), but they have different conclusions. In other words, a counter-example is a previous domaincase or an argument-case that was deemed acceptable, where the problem description of the counter-example matches the current problem to solve and also subsumes the problem description of the case but proposes a different solution. In the above examples, if the operator agent Vicente had another domain-case: Thus, the support set of an argument can consist of the following tuple of support elements, depending on the supporting or attacking purpose of the argument:
Definition 5 (Support Set) S = { {premises}, {domainCases}, {argumentCases}, {argumentationSchemes}, {criticalQuestions}, {distinguishingPremises}, {counterExamples} } Therefore, arguments can be constructed by aggregating different support and attack elements, which are structures that support intermediate conclusions that lead to the conclusion of the argument itself.
The Concept of Conflict between arguments
The concept of conflict between arguments defines in which way arguments can attack each other. There are two typical attacks studied in argumentation: rebut and undercut. In an abstract definition, rebuttals occur when two arguments have contradictory conclusions. Similarly, an argument undercuts another argument if its conclusion is inconsistent with one of the elements of the support set of the latter argument or its associated conclusion. This section shows how our framework instantiates these two attacks. Intuitively, arguments cannot be attacked on the support set premises that match the description of the problem to solve; they can only be attacked on those extra premises that represent the context of the domain where the argument was put forward and that do not appear in the description of the problem. Alternatively, arguments can be attacked on those premises that appear in the description of the problem to solve but that have not been considered to draw the conclusion of the argument (they do not appear in the support set of the argument). Taking into account the possible elements of the support set, rebut and undercut attacks can be formally defined as follows.
Let Arg 1 = φ 1 , value 1 , {S 1 } and Arg 2 = φ 2 , value 2 , {S 2 } be two different arguments, where S 1 = {{Premises} 1 , ..., {CounterExamples} 1 }, S 2 = {{Premises} 2 , ..., {CounterExamples} 2 }, ∼ stands for the logical negation, ⇒ stands for the logical implication and conc(x) is a function that returns the conclusion of a formula x. Then: Definition 6 (Rebut) Arg 1 rebuts Arg 2 iff φ 1 =∼φ 2 and {Premises} 1 ⊇ {Premises} 2 That is, if Arg 1 supports a different conclusion for a problem description that includes the problem description of Arg 2 . To illustrate this concept, let us assume that the operator agent Stella has generated the support argument: to justify its proposed solution S1 (promoting, for instance the value of speed) and that the operator agent Vicente has generated an attack argument: with a counter-example that proposes the alternative solution S2 for the problem. In this situation, AAvicente 1 rebuts SAstella 1 .
That is, if the conclusion drawn from Arg 1 makes one of the elements of the support set of Arg 2 or its conclusion non-applicable in the current context of the argumentation dialogue.
In case 1 Arg 1 undercuts Arg 2 by posing a critical question that attacks the conclusion of Arg 2 , inferred by using an argumentation scheme. In case 2, Arg 1 undercuts Arg 2 by showing a new premise which value conflicts with one of the premises of Arg 2 or else, does not appear in the problem description of Arg 2 . Finally, in case 3 Arg 1 undercuts Arg 2 by putting forward a counter-example for a domain-case or an argument-case that was used to generate the conclusion of Arg 2 . Coming back to our running example on the call centre application domain, if the operator agent Vicente generates a support argument for its proposed solution S2 promoting for instance the value quality, but in this case based on its domain-case DCvicente 1 as: by invalidating the applicability of DCvicente 1 , since it does not consider the distinguishing premise "Error Message" that the problem description includes.
The Notion of Defeat between arguments
Once possible attacks between arguments have been established, whether or not these attacks result in defeats depends on the defeat relation defined between a pair of arguments. Let Arg 1 = φ 1 , value 1 , {S 1 } posed by agent ag 1 and Arg 2 = φ 2 , value 2 , {S 2 } posed by agent ag 2 be two conflicting arguments; let Val pre f ag i ⊆ V xV , be an irreflexive, antisymmetric and transitive relation < S t ag i over the agent's ag i values in the society S t ; and let us define the possible dependency relations Dependency S t between roles in our framework as:
-Pow S t (Power): when an agent has to accept a request from another agent because a predefined domination relationship between them (e.g. in a society S t that operates in the call centre example, Operator <
S t
Pow Manager, since basic operators must comply with the commands made by the manager of the centre.
-Auth S t (Authorisation): when an agent has committed itself to another agent for a certain service and a request from the second agent leads to an obligation when the conditions are met (e.g. in the society S t that is providing a support service to a specific customer of the call centre, Operator <
Auth Expert since experts in this support service are believed to have specialised knowledge to solve problems of this type.
-Char S t (Charity): when an agent is willing to answer a request from another agent without being obliged to do so (e.g. in the society S t , by default Operator < S t Char Operator). Then:
Auth Role(ag 2 ) / ∈ Dependency S t Therefore, we express that the argument Arg 1 de f eats ag 1 from the ag 1 point of view the argument Arg 2 as de f eats ag 1 (Arg 1 , Arg 2 ) if Arg 1 rebuts Arg 2 and Arg 2 does not undercut Arg 1 , or else Arg 1 undercuts Arg 2 , and ag 1 does not prefer the value promoted by Arg 2 to the value promoted by Arg 1 and ag 2 does not have a power or authority relation over ag 1 . The first type of defeat poses a stronger attack on an argument, directly attacking its conclusion. In addition, an argument can strictly defeat another argument if the first defeats the second and the second does not defeat the first. For instance, in the call centre example, the argument of an expert will always strictly defeat the argument of a basic operator, assuming that the expert has an authorisation dependency relation over operators. Also, whether the argument of an operator defeats or not the argument of another operator strictly depends on the value preference order of the latter. For instance, if we consider that Vicente prefers to promote the value quality over speed, the undercut attack that Stella has posed with the argument AAstella 1 in the example of the previous section would not succeed from the Vicente's point of view.
ArgCBROnto Ontology
As introduced above, we have designed the ArgCBRonto ontology to define the representation language of the case-based knowledge resources of our argumentation framework. Ontologies provide a common vocabulary to understand the structure of information among different software agents. In addition, ontologies allow assumptions about the domain to be made explicit, which facilitates changing these assumptions as new knowledge about the domain is acquired. The high dynamism of the domains where open MAS commonly operate gives rise to many changes in the domain knowledge that agents have available and they must be able to handle the consequences of these changes. Thus, the vocabulary of domain-cases, argument-cases and argumentation schemes is defined by using the ArgCBROnto ontology. The ArgCBROnto ontology follows the approach of the case-based KI systems proposed in [9] . KI-CBR enables automatic reasoning with semantic knowledge in addition to the syntactic properties of cases. This allows one to make semantic inferences with the elements of cases and to use more complex measures to compute the similarity between them. Therefore, this ontology provides a common language to represent resources and is computationally tractable. It is rich enough to represent different types of domainspecific and general knowledge, generic enough to represent different types of arguments, and compliant with the technological standards of data and argument interchange on the Web. Following, we provide a general view of the ArgCBRonto ontology for the argumentation framework proposed in this paper. Focussing on the concepts that define the knowledge resources presented in Section 2. The complete specification of the ontology is publicly available at users.dsic.upv.es/∼vinglada/docs.
In the top level of abstraction, the terminological part of the ontology distinguishes among several disjoint concepts. These include the following concepts: Case, which is the basic structure used to store the argumentation knowledge of agents; CaseComponent, which represents the usual parts that cases have in CBR systems; and ArgumentationScheme, which represents the argumentation schemes that the framework has.
Case T hing Case ¬CaseComponent CaseComponent T hing CaseComponent ¬ArgumentationScheme ArgumentationScheme T hing ArgumentationScheme ¬Case As pointed out above, there are two disjoint types of cases, domain-cases and argumentcases.
ArgumentCase Case DomainCase Case ArgumentCase ¬DomainCase Cases have the same three possible types of components that usual cases of CBR systems have: the description of the state of the world when the case was stored (Problem); the conclusion of the case (Solution); and the explanation of the process that gave rise to this conclusion (Justification). These concepts are disjoint.
Problem CaseComponent
Solution CaseComponent Justi f ication CaseComponent Problem ¬Solution Solution ¬Justi f ication Problem ¬Justi f ication Domain-cases have the usual problem, solution, and justification parts. However, argument-cases have a more specialised description for these components (ArgumentProblem, ArgumentSolution, and ArgumentJustification), which includes an extended set of properties. 4 ∀ hasCreationDate.Date ∀hasCreationDate − .(Case ArgumentationScheme) 3 As indicated previously, argumentation schemes represent stereotyped patterns of common reasoning in the application domain where the framework is implemented. Each argumentation scheme consists of a set of premises, a conclusion drawn from these premises, and a set of critical questions that represent potential attacks to the conclusion supported by the scheme. These critical questions can be classified as presumptions that the proponent of the argumentation scheme has made or exceptions to the general inference rule that the scheme represents [28] . In the case of pressumptions, the proponent has the burden of proof if the critical question is asked, whereas in the case of exceptions the burden of proof falls on the opponent that has questioned the conclusion of the scheme. As explained in Section 2, arguments in our framework can be generated by using domain-cases, argument-cases, and argumentation schemes. In the ArgCBRonto ontology, arguments have a conclusion, a promoted value, and a support set. They also have a unique identifier ID: The argument-cases are the main structure that we use to implement our framework and to computationally represent arguments in agent societies. Also, their structure is generic and domain-independent. However, as pointed out above, the structure of domain-cases is completely domain-dependent, and we assume that we have a specific ontology to represent them in each application domain. Therefore, we focus the remainder of this section on the ontological description of argument-cases.
Argument-cases have two main objectives: 1) they can be used by agents as knowledge resources to generate new arguments and to select the best position to put forward in view of past argumentation experiences; and 2) they can be used to store new argumentation knowledge that agents gain in each dialogue, improving the agents' argumentation skills. Section 4 shows the structure of an argument-case in our example application domain. The argument-cases have three main parts: the description of the problem that the case represents, the solution applied to this problem, and the justification of why this particular solution was applied. An argument-case stores the information about a previous argument that an agent posed in a certain step of a dialogue with other agents.
Argument-case Problem:
The problem description has a domain context that consists of the premises of the argument and that represents the context of the domain where the argument was put forward. Each premise has a unique identifier ID, a name, and a content, which can be of several types depending on the application domain. In addition, if we want to store an argument and use it to generate a persuasive argument in the future, the features that characterise the audience of the previous argument (the social context) must also be kept. Therefore, we have two disjoint types of contexts in our ontology, which are the usual domain context and the social context.
Context T hing DomainContext

SocialContext Context DomainContext ¬SocialContext ArgumentProblem ∀hasSocialContext.SocialContext
For the definition of the social context of arguments, we store the social information about each social entity related to the argument in the argument-case. This social entity can be an agent (either the proponent of the argument or the opponent to which the argument is addressed) or the group to which the agent belongs.
SocialEntity T hing Agent SocialEntity Group SocialEntity Agent ¬Group
For the sake of simplicity, in this paper, we assume that in each step of the dialogue, one proponent agent generates an argument and sends it to one opponent agent that belongs to its same group. However, either the proponent or the opponent's features could represent information about agents that act as representatives of a group and any agent can belong to different groups at the same time. Therefore, the social context of argument-cases includes information about the proponent and the opponent of the argument (which can be an agent or a group) and information about their group. Also, groups are formed by at least two agents.
Specifically, each social entity of the argument-case has a unique ID that identifies it in the system and the role that the agent or the group was playing when it sent or received the argument (e.g., trade unionist, business manager, etc.). These rose should not be confused with the role of proponent and opponent from the argumentation perspective.
∀hasRole.String ∀hasRole − .SocialEntity
Moreover, if known, we also store the preferences of each agent or group over the predefined set of general values in the system (e.g., security, solidarity, savings, etc.). These preferences (ValPref ) affect the persuasive power of the proponent's argument over the opponent's behaviour. In the case of the group, we use this feature to store the values that the group can impose on its members if the conditions of the domain require it.
Value T hing ValPre f T hing ValPre f ∀hasPre f erred.Value SocialEntity ∀hasValPre f .ValPre f Finally, the dependency relation between the proponent's role and the opponent's role is also stored in the social context of the argument-cases. Therefore, in our ArgCBRonto ontology, we have three types of dependency relations:
The conclusion of the case (for both domain-cases and argument-cases), and the value promoted in this specific situation are stored in the solution part.
Conclusion T hing Solution ∀hasConclusion.Conclusion Solution ∀promotesValue.Value
For argument-cases we have a more specialised description for the solution part (ArgumentSolution). This includes the argument type that defines the method by which the conclusion of the argument was drawn is stored. By default, we do not assume that agents have a pre-defined set of rules to infer deductive arguments from premises, which is difficult to maintain in open MAS. In our framework, agents have the following ways of generating new arguments: Presumptive arguments can be generated by using the premises that describe the problem to solve and an argumentation scheme whose premises match them; and Inductive arguments can be generated by using similar argument-cases and/or domain-cases that are stored in their case-bases.
ArgumentSolution Solution
∀hasArgumentType.(Inductive Presumptive) ∀hasArgumentType − .ArgumentSolution
Moreover, the solution part of the argument-cases stores the information about the acceptability status of the argument at the end of the dialogue. This feature shows if the argument was deemed acceptable, unacceptable or undecided in view of the other arguments that were put forward during the dialogue.
∀hasAcceptabilityStatus.(Acceptable Unacceptable Undecided) ∀hasAcceptabilityStatus − .ArgumentSolution
Regardless of the final acceptability status of the argument, the information about the possible attacks that the argument received is also stored in the solution part of the argumentcase. These attacks could represent the justification for an argument to be deemed unacceptable or else reinforce the persuasive power of an argument that, despite being attacked, was finally accepted. Argument-cases can store different types of attacks, depending on the type of argument that they represent: for presumptive arguments, critical questions (presumptions or exceptions) associated with the scheme [32] are stored; and for inductive arguments, as proposed in [6] , either distinguishing premises) or counter-examples are stored. Therefore, the ArgCBROnto ontology represents the different types of attacks that arguments can receive as follows:
ArgumentSolution ∀hasPresumption.Premise ArgumentSolution ∀hasException.Premise ArgumentSolution ∀hasDistinguishingPremise.Premise ArgumentSolution ∀hasCounterExample.Case Justification:
In the ArgCBROnto ontology, the justification part of a case stores a description that can explain why this particular solution was applied to solve the case and the final results achieved.
∀hasDescription.String ∀hasDescription − .Justi f ication
In the special case of argument-cases, the justification specialises in an ArgumentJustification, which stores the information about the knowledge resources that were used to generate the argument represented by the argument-case (e.g., the set of argumentation schemes in presumptive arguments, the set of cases in inductive arguments, and both sets in mixed arguments).
ArgumentJusti f ication
In addition, the justification of each argument-case has an associated dialogue-graph that represents the dialogue where the argument was put forward. The same dialogue graph can be associated with several argument-cases, and an argument-case can be associated to several graphs. Each dialogue graph has a root and a set of nodes, which we call argument nodes. An argument node has an argument-case, a parent argument node, and a child argument node. Thus, the ArgCBROnto ontology represents the sequence of arguments that were put forward in a dialogue, storing the complete conversation as a directed graph that links argument-cases. This graph can be used later to improve the efficiency of argumentation dialogues, for instance, by selecting those arguments that in the past led to quicker agreement processes in similar situations. Alternatively, opponent moves in a dialogue (the arguments that the opponent is going to present) could be inferred by looking at a similar previous dialogue with the same opponent. Following a CBR methodology, the proposed knowledge resources allow agents to automatically generate, select, and evaluate arguments. However, the specification of this casebased reasoning process is out of the scope of this paper and was presented in [16] . Here we have focused on defining the knowledge representation formalism that agents can use to represent arguments and the information related to argumentation in order to automatically manage this information efficiently. The argument-case structure presented is flexible enough to represent different types of arguments and their associated information. Also, the KI approach that is followed allows semantic reasoning with the concepts that represent the cases. Nevertheless, the value of some features in argument-cases and domain-cases might remain unspecified in some domains. For instance, in some open MAS, the preferences over values of other agents might not be known previously, although agents could try to infer the unknown features by using CBR adaptation techniques [21] . This and other open questions will be discussed in Section 6.
Example Scenario
To exemplify the use of our framework, let us develop the running example for the call centre domain that is used throughout this paper. Our scenario consists of a group of technicians that are represented by software agents in a MAS that must provide technical support to solve the problems reported by the customers of a call centre. We have different levels of technicians, each of which has different problem-solving knowledge and responsibilities: basic operator agents that provide first-level support to any problem reported to the system; expert agents that have higher level of expertise to provide specialised support to solve complex problems in specific domains; and manager agents that carry out managerial duties among the support services that the centre provides to different customers.
Therefore, we consider an agent society S to be composed of call-centre technicians that have the following dependency relations with each other: -Operator < S Char Operator; Operator < S Auth Expert; Operator < S Pow Manager -Expert < S Char Expert; Expert < S Pow Manager -Manager < S Char Manager Each technician can have its own values (e.g., quality, speed, savings), its own preferences over them, and also belong to different groups intended to solve specific types of problems or be assigned to specific projects. These groups can also have their own social values.
To guarantee high-quality service, the company subscribes to Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with the customer, where the different characteristics of the services to be provided are specified (e.g., the maximum time to provide a response for a request). In case of breach of the agreements, the company is penalised economically. We also assume that each technician has a helpdesk application with an underlying MAS to manage the large number of customer support requests that the call centre receives. This helpdesk registers the request information, tracks the request over its resolution process, warns when the maximum time to solve the request is about to expire, and helps the technician to solve the request. To this end, each agent of the MAS includes a domain CBR module and an argumentation CBR module that perform the generation, selection, and evaluation of positions and arguments as proposed in [17] . Hence, complex problems can be solved by a group of agents that argue to reach an agreement over the best solution to apply by using their helpdesks, which are interconnected in the company intranet. Therefore, each agent represents a technician and has its own knowledge resources to generate a solution for the problem that it receives. Thus, the agreement process consists of both an individual phase by which an agent individually generates, selects, and proposes its position as the best solution to apply and a collaborative phase by which the agent engages in an argumentation dialogue with other agents and tries to persuade them to accept its position.
For purposes of clarity, in this example, all agents belong to the same group (which provides the customer support service Hardware Support (HS)). In this setting, suppose that two agents that play the role of operators, Stella and Vicente are arguing to decide the best solution for a problem P printer that reports a print failure in a br1 myPrint printer purchased in 2012, which is not connected to the network, jams the paper, and does not show any error message in the display. Also, the Hardware Support (HS) service is supervised by an expert agent and this expert by a manager agent that plays the role of the company's director.
The value preference order of the group promotes savings (SA) over quality (QU) and speed (SP) (i.e., it promotes saving money in each service over providing high-quality solutions or speed responses, SP<QU<SA) and commands a dependency relation of charity between two operators and a power relation between a manager and an operator. Stella prefers quick solutions over high-quality solutions and savings (SA<QU<SP), Vicente prefers to provide high-quality solutions over quick responses and savings (SA<SP<QU) and, by default, the expert and the manager have a value preference order for the group HS (SP<QU<SA). Also, all agents have their own knowledge resources (domain-cases case-base, argumentcases case-base, and argumentation schemes ontology).
The premises of the domain context would store data that characterises the type of problems that can be reported to the customer service that is contracted. These data are premises that are specified in the SLA of the service. For instance, the premises may represent the printer brand, the printer model, the year of purchase, whether it is a network printer, whether it produces a paper jam, whether it shows an error message in the display, the type of paper that the printer is using, the type of problem to be dealt with, etc.
In the first step of the argumentation process, both operators will search their casebases of domain-cases (DCstella and DCvicente, respectively) to generate their positions. To query the case-bases, the problem is formatted as a target domain-case without a solution (i.e., a ticket), represented in the OWL specification of a ArgCBRonto as 5 :
<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#Ticket"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#DomainCase"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Brand_br1"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Model_myPrint"/> <year rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#integer">2012</year> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#NetworkPrinter_no"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#PaperJam_yes"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#ErrorMessage_no"/> <ProblemType rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#PrinterErrors"/> <Solution rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#"/> </owl:NamedIndividual> Then, let us suppose that Stella has queried her domain-cases case-base by using an OWL semantic reasoner and has found a domain-case DCstella 1 that represents a problem of the same type that was solved by opening the lid 1, removing the jammed paper, and resetting the device:
<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#DCstella1"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#DomainCase"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Brand_br1"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Model_myPrint"/> <year rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#integer">2012</year> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#NetworkPrinter_no"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#PaperJam_yes"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#ErrorMessage_no"/> <ProblemType rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#PrinterErrors"/> <Solution rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#S1"/> </owl:NamedIndividual> <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#S1"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Solution"/> <solutionID rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#integer">1</solutionID> <Conclusion rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#string">Open the lid 1, remove the jammed paper and reset</conclusion> <Value rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#string">SP</Value> </owl:NamedIndividual> Therefore, Stella can generate position pos st1 with this conclusion, which, for instance, promotes its most preferred value (speed) 6 .
In addition, Vicente has also retrieved a similar domain-case (DCvicente 1 ), which shows how the same problem was solved by telling the customer that recycled paper should not be used with this printer model. In these cases, Vicente is assuming the truth of an extra premise (Type of Paper) that specifies that the printer is loaded with recycled paper. Therefore, Vicente can generate the position pos vicente , promoting its most preferred value (quality) by re-using the solution of this domain-case:
<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#DCvicente1"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#DomainCase"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Brand_br1"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Model_myPrint"/> <year rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#integer">2012</year> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#NetworkPrinter_no"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#PaperJam_yes"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#PaperType_recycled"/> <ProblemType rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#PrinterErrors"/> <Solution rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#S2"/> </owl:NamedIndividual> <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#S2"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Solution"/> <solutionID rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#integer">2</solutionID> <Conclusion rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#string">Do not use recycled paper with this printer model</Conclusion> <Value rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#string">QU</Value> </owl:NamedIndividual> Furthermore, if in this specific domain context we have a logic property that specifies that the PrinterErrors problem type can be viewed as sub-class of the HardwareErrors problem type:
PrinterErrors HardwareErrors
an OWL semantic reasoner would infer that instances belonging to a certain class will also be inferred to belong to all its super-classes and thus, the following DCvicente 2 domaincase would be also retrieved to generate the position pos vicente .
<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#DCvicente2"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#DomainCase"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Brand_br1"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Model_myPrint"/> <year rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#integer">2012</year> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#NetworkPrinter_no"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#PaperJam_yes"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#ErrorMessage_no"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#PaperType_recycled"/> <ProblemType rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#HardwareErrors"/> <Solution rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#S2"/> </owl:NamedIndividual> Once the agents have proposed their positions, the operator Stella acknowledges that Vicente has proposed a different solution and starts the argumentation dialogue to solve P print by asking Vicente for a justification of its position. Therefore, Stella asks Vicente to provide an argument for supporting pos vicente . Assuming that all operators in the call centre are willing to collaborate, Vicente can put forward the following support arguments by using different combinations of the knowledge resources that it has used to generate its position:
<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#SAvicente1"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Argument"/> <SupportSet rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet1"/> <Conclusion rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#string">S2</Conclusion> <Value rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#string">QU</Value> </owl:NamedIndividual> <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet1"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet"/> <DomainCase rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#DCvicente1"/> </owl:NamedIndividual> <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#SAvicente2"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Argument"/> <SupportSet rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet2"/> <Conclusion rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#string">S2</Conclusion> <Value rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#string">QU</Value> </owl:NamedIndividual> <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet2"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet"/> <DomainCase rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#DCvicente2"/> </owl:NamedIndividual> <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#SAvicente3"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Argument"/> <SupportSet rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet3"/> <Conclusion rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#string">S2</Conclusion> <Value rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#string">QU</Value> </owl:NamedIndividual> <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet3"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet"/> <DomainCase rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#DCvicente1"/> <DomainCase rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#DCvicente2"/> </owl:NamedIndividual> where the support set includes the premises of the P printer problem description (not shown in the listing for the purpose of simplicity) and the domain-case(s) used by Vicente to generate its position. From these arguments, Vicente must select the one that is going to be used to answer Stella's challenge. To perform this selection, it can query its argument-cases case-base to search for information about previous argumentation dialogues that could help it to select the best support argument to put forward, in view of what happened in a similar situation in the past. Then, let us assume that Vicente finds an argument-case ACvicente1 in its case-base that represents a similar previous argumentation experience with Stella, where it presented DCvicente 1 to justify its position and Stella attacked the argument with a distinguishing premise attack on the premise Error Message since it appears in the characterisation of the original problem but not on the problem description of DCvicente 1 :
<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#ACvicente1"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#ArgumentCase"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Brand_br1"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Model_myPrint"/> <year rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#integer">2012</year> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#NetworkPrinter_no"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#PaperJam_yes"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#PaperType_recycled"/> <ProblemType rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#HardwareErrors"/> <Proponent rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Vicente"/> <Opponent rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Stella"/> <Group rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#HS"/> <DependencyRelation rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Charity"/> <ArgumentSolution rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#S2"/> <AcceptabilityStatus rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Uncacceptable"/> <DistinguishingPremise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#ErrorMessage_no"/> </owl:NamedIndividual> As a result of this attack, the support argument that Vicente presented was rebutted and deemed unacceptable. With this information, Vicente can infer that Stella could make the same type of attack if Vicente uses DCvicente 1 to justify its position and hence, Vicente would select SAvicente 2 as the best support argument to propose in view of its previous experience. In this case, Stella cannot attack Vicente's support argument (and hence, its underlying position) by posing a counter-example for DCvicente 2 with DCstella 1 , since DCstella 1 does not subsume DCvicente 1 . Thus, assuming that Stella does not have more information in its knowledge resources to generate an attack argument, Stella just preliminarily accept Vicente's position. Note that although this position contradicts Stella's position, the fact that Stella accepts pos vicente does not necessarily mean that Stella has to withdraw its position, but pos stella remains available until it is not rebutted by another agent. In this example, Stella started the argumentation by challenging Vicente's position. Hence, the target of discussion is pos vicente and not pos stella , Thus, the result of the dialogue started by Stella has nothing to do with Stella's position.
In the next step of the argumentation process, Vicente could challenge Stella's position by asking Stella for a justification. In its turn, Stella can generate the support argument SAstella 1 to justify Stella's position with the domain-case DCstella 1 :
<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#SAstella1"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Argument"/> <SupportSet rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet4"/> <Conclusion rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#string">S1</Conclusion> <Value rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#string">SP</Value> </owl:NamedIndividual> <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet4"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet"/> <DomainCase rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#DCstella1"/> </owl:NamedIndividual> Now, Vicente would realise that its domain-case DCvicente 2 subsumes DCstella 1 and proposes a different solution, so Vicente attacks SAstella 1 with this counter-example:
<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#AAvicente1"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Argument"/> <SupportSet rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet5"/> <Conclusion rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#string">notS1</Conclusion> <Value rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#string">QU</Value> </owl:NamedIndividual> <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet5"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet"/> <CounterExample rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#DCvicente2"/> </owl:NamedIndividual> This attack argument promotes the quality of solutions (QU) over the resolution speed (SP), which contradicts the preference order over values of Stella. Therefore, provided that the charity dependency relation between both operators does not oblige Stella to accept arguments from Vicente by default, this attack does not succeed from the Stella's point of view. If no more positions or arguments are provided by these and other agents of the call centre, both pos stella and pos vicente could be considered to be selected as the best solution to solve P printer .
In a normal situation, the expert agent in charge of the hardware support service would make the final decision. Thus, the expert would select pos vicente as the best solution to provide to the customer since it promotes the second most preferred value of the group that attends the support service (recalling, SP<QU<SA). However, let us assume that the SLA contracted by the customer in the hardware support service is about to be breached. In that case, if the expert has an argumentation scheme AS1 that changes the value preference order of a group of operators to QU<SA<SP in this exceptional situation, the operators of this group must provide quick solutions for the problems that they receive, even if their individual value preferences give priority to high-quality solutions.
<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#AS1"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#ArgumentationScheme"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl# exception-value-preference_quality<speed"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl# approaching-deadline-SLA-exception_yes"/> <Conclusion rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl# value-preference_quality<speed"/> <Exception rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl# Xproject-approaching-deadline-SLA-exception_no"/> </owl:NamedIndividual> Given the argumentation scheme AS1, the expert agent can also generate a support argument SAexpert1 for Stella's position, promoting the most preferred value of its group (SP):
<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#SAexpert1"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Argument"/> <SupportSet rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet6"/> <Conclusion rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#string">S1</Conclusion> <Value rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#string">SP</Value> </owl:NamedIndividual> <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet6"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet"/> <ArgumentationScheme rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#AS1"/> </owl:NamedIndividual> In this case, Vicente's agent cannot attack this support argument, since the expert has an authorisation dependency relation over it and hence, the expert would select pos stella as the final solution to propose to the customer. However, note that the argumetation scheme AS1 has a critical question of the type exception that launches an issue against its conclusion. This exception captures the fact that for certain projects, approaching the deadline of a SLA is not considered as an exceptional case, so the conclusion of AS1 does not apply. Now, let us assume that the manager of the company knows that the Hardware Support (HS) service is within these special case of projects where reaching to deadlines should not change the value preference order of the group that is working on it. Thus, the manager can attack the support argument SAexpert1 with an atack argument AAmanager1 that raises the exception to the argumentation scheme AS1 and promotes the original value of the group (SA):
<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#AAmanager1"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Argument"/> <SupportSet rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet7"/> <Conclusion rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#string">notS1</Conclusion> <Value rdf:datatype="XMLSchema#string">SA</Value> </owl:NamedIndividual> <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet7"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#SupportSet"/> <CriticalQuestion rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Exception1"/> </owl:NamedIndividual> <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="ArgCBRonto.owl#Exception1"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl#Exception"/> <Premise rdf:resource="ArgCBRonto.owl# HSproject-approaching-deadline-SLA-exception_no"/> </owl:NamedIndividual> Then, as the power dependency relation of the manager over the expert and the operators make this attack to succeed, the value preference order of the group HS would remain unchanged. Therefore, if no new positions or arguments are presented, the expert agent would select pos vicente as the best solution to provide to the customer, since it promotes the second most preferred value of the group that attends the support service (QU).
This example shows the way in which agents can automatically use the knowledge resources of the framework to generate, select, and evaluate positions and arguments. Also, it takes into account the social context of agents to perform these activities. By sharing the ArgCBROnto ontology, heterogeneous agents engaged in an argumentation dialogue like this could convey and understand the information of the positions and arguments generated. Our argumentation framework has also been applied to manage the water resources of a river basin [15] .
Related Work
Modeling how agents can reach agreements is a hot topic in MAS, and several argumentationbased approaches have been developed [20] [2] [26] [12] [37] . A main difference between these works and our proposal is that we follow a case-based reasoning approach instead of deductive or abductive reasoning based on rules. In open multi-agent argumentation systems, the arguments that an agent generates to support its position can conflict with arguments of other agents and these conflicts are potentially solved by means of argumentation dialogues between them (since a dialogue may still end in disagreement). Most argumentation frameworks and systems produce arguments by applying a set of inference rules. For instance, rule-based systems require eliciting an explicit model of the domain. In open MAS, the domain is highly dynamic and the set of rules that model it is difficult to specify in advance, even if these rules are domain-specific inference rules that are intended to represent domain knowledge. However, tracking the arguments that agents put forward in argumentation processes can be relatively simple. Therefore, these arguments can be stored as cases that are codified in a specific case representation language that different agents are able to understand. This approach makes possible to develop case-bases reducing the knowledgeacquisition bottleneck. Reasoning with cases is especially suitable when there is a weak or even unknown domain theory, and acquiring examples encountered in practice is easy. With case-bases, agents are able to perform lazy learning processes on argumentation information. For complex and highly dynamic systems, this is easier than using a rule-based system.
Among rule-based argumentation frameworks, our approach is close to the one followed by the ASPIC framework [27] and the subsequent ASPIC+ framework, specifically its extension to legal case-based reasoning [29] . In our framework, arguments can be constructed by aggregating different support and attack elements, which are structures that support intermediate conclusions that lead to the conclusion of the argument itself. These elements can be viewed as the case-based version of the sub-arguments of the ASPIC framework. Inferences in our framework are based on previous cases, on argumentation schemes, and on premises (the ones that are part of the cases and argumentation schemes that match the problem to solve) instead of being based on strict or defeasible rules. These elements can be gathered and added to the agents' knowledge bases during the development and after the deployment of the system. Then, to make inferences, a case-based reasoning algorithm determines in execution time which of these knowledge resources can be reused in the current situation to generate an argument to support or attack a specific position [16] . However, ASPIC needs to create an explicit model of the domain before making any inference, with specific strict rules, defeasible rules and axioms in its knowledge-base to be able to generate each argument. For instance, in our running example, each premise of the domain-case DCstella 1 could be viewed as a factor in ASPIC+ and we would have to determine in advance whether they support the solution provided by Stella or not. Then, we would need to have a set of rules or axioms in the knowledge base that specifically link each premise of DCstella 1 as support element for the conclusion S1. Furthermore, if we need to add a new rule to ASPIC+, the system has to be checked for conflicting rules and redundant rules. In our framework, an addition or deletion of a case from the case-base does not need any further checking or debugging, although we acknowledge that while it does not affect the system's operation, it may have an impact on the outcome of the system. Also, an important difference between the definition of argument of our case-based approach and the ASPIC rule-based approach lies in the defeasible nature of all elements of our support set, except from certain premises, as explained below. By contrast, ASPIC arguments can also be constructed by chaining strict inference rules that give rise to indefeasible arguments. Intuitively, our arguments cannot be attacked on the support set premises that match the description of the problem to solve, but only on those extra premises that represent the context of the domain where the argument was put forward and that do not appear in the description of the problem. Therefore, the premises that describe the problem to solve can be considered as axiom premises as defined in the ASPIC framework [27, Definition 3.5] . Similarly, the extra premises can be considered as equivalent to the ordinary premises of the ASPIC framework, and whether or not the attacks on them result in defeats, depends on the defeat relation specified in the argumentation framework. For instance, in DCvicente 1 , Paper Type would be considered as an ordinary premise and the rest of premises as axioms. Alternatively, our arguments can be attacked based on those premises that appear in the description of the problem to solve but have not been considered to draw the conclusion of the argument (they do not appear in the support set of the argument). Again, compared with the ASPIC framework, these premises can be considered as assumptions, and attacks on them always succeed. For instance, the premise Error Message would be an assumption for DCvicente 1 . In addition to the attacks on premises by means of distinguishing premises, our framework allows attacks on cases and argumentation schemes, which can be performed by means of counter-examples and critical questions, respectively.
Another important difference between our proposal and the ASPIC framework is that we use the OWL-DL restricted view of the contrariness relation between concepts and instances, since it follows the way of reasoning that case-based reasoning systems use. As pointed out in Section 2, OWL-DL does not assume closed-world reasoning with negation as failure; it uses open-world reasoning with negation as unsatisfiability. Therefore, something is false only if it can be proved to contradict other information in the ontology. This implies that two concepts are contradictory if and only if they are specifically declared as such with the owl property complementOf. Similarly, two individuals are contradictory if and only if they are specifically declared as such with the owl property differentFrom. Therefore, in our running example S1 and S2 need to be specifically declared as such to be considered as contradictory. This differs from the contrariness relation declared in the ASPIC framework, which also captures negation as failure.
Also, as pointed out in Section 2, we consider two types of attacks over arguments, rebuts and undercuts. Alternatively, the ASPIC framework considers a third kind of attack, the undermining attack. In our framework, this attack is represented by the undercutting attack of type 2, raised by putting forward a distinguishing premise (in the running example, this was the type of attack represented in the argument-case ACvicente 1 ).
Finally, the dependency relation over roles Dependency S t and the agent's preference relation over values Val pre f ag i defined in our framework establish an argument ordering that is used to determine which attacks result in defeats. Thus, the argument ordering of our cased-based framework for agent societies is based on pre-defined relations over roles and on agents' preferences over values instead of on strict and defeasible rules, as proposed in [27, Definition 3.10] .
Another related work that first proposed the representation of argumentation information using ontologies was [36] . This work develops a format for argument interchange (AIF) that can be used between argumentation tools and/or MAS. The ArgCBRonto ontology presented in this paper follows the AIF approach and extends the AIF ontology by defining a specific language for case representation that facilitates case-based reasoning processes over domain and argumentation information. Therefore, an argumentation system based on our framework can interact with other systems that comply with the AIF standard. Since elements of cases are specified by using an ontological case representation language, the ArgCBROnto ontology, heterogeneous agents can understand the arguments interchanged in the system by simply sharing our ontology.
In our case-based argumentation framework for agent societies, we endorse the view of value-based argumentation frameworks [5] , which stress the importance of the audience and the values promoted by an argument in determining whether or not it is persuasive. A related work on abstract argumentation scheme frameworks [3] combines argumentation frameworks with argumentation schemes and makes use of the structure provided by the schemes to guide dialogues and provide contextual elements of argument evaluation. However, these and most works on computational models of argument take a narrow view on the argument structure. In fact, they are abstract frameworks that are aimed at studying the properties of arguments, which enable evaluation with respect to the logical relations between arguments. In contrast to our framework, the actual structure of arguments and their knowledge representation formalism are obviated. In addition, previous argumentation experiences are not used to guide current argumentation processes such as that propose.
Other works use domain-dependent structures for the computational representation of arguments. Most approaches for case-based argumentation in MAS (which use cases as previous knowledge to manage arguments) have this domain dependency or centralise the case-based argumentation abilities in a mediator agent (e.g., [31] , [24] , [4] ). One research work that is close to the approaches on case-based argumentation is the work on experiencebased argumentation using association rules, presented as the PADUA protocol in [33] . This work pools the opinions of several agents that have access to different datasets to predict the classification of a new example. In subsequent research, the PADUA protocol has been extended to allow multi-agent dialogues by proposing the PISA protocol [34] [35] . In their work, the authors tackle issues like the dynamic creation of a group, the selection of a group leader and intra-group consultation to suggest moves. As in our approach, in this research agents take advantage of previous experiences to solve a new problem, but the knowledge gained from the argumentation process is not stored or used to improve the agents' argumentation skills. In addition, PISA and PADUA have been designed to solve classification problems and have been not designed to solve any type of problem that can be characterised by a set of features, which is the target of our research. Nevertheless, the extension of our framework to allow agents to dynamically create groups and argue about the best move to make as a group in each step of the dialogue still remains open for future work.
In addition, other works are devoted to the study of argumentation in social networks, with a focus on the network topology (or the structure of the group) rather than on the actual social dependencies between software agents or human users. An example of this type is the work presented in [25] , which investigates how argumentation processes among a group of agents may affect the outcome of group judgments in prediction markets. Also, an example on how argumentation can enhance dialogues in social networks can be found in [13] . However, the influence of the agent group and the social dependencies between agents in the way agents can argue must be further investigated. For instance, an agent playing the role of employee could accept arguments from an agent playing the role of project manager that it would never accept in a different situation, such as playing the role of general manager. Similarly, an agent representing a group of employees (playing the role of trade unionist) is not expected to behave in the same way when arguing with an agent playing the role of the employees' representative than it does when arguing as an individual employee.
The research work presented in [18] [19] shows a novel, argumentation-based negotiation framework that allows agents to detect, manage, and resolve conflicts that are related to their social influences in a distributed manner within a structured agent society. This work proposes a new argumentation scheme that captures how agents reason about influences within a structured society. It provides a mechanism to use this scheme to identify a suitable set of social arguments, a language and a protocol to exchange these arguments, and a decision-making functionality to generate these dialogues. However, it defines the social context of agents with a set of roles that agents can play, a set of generic relationships over them, and a set of weighted social commitments for each of the active relationships, with no mention of values or preferences over them. A major difference between that proposal and our argumentation framework is the main objective pursued. In their work, authors focus on solving conflicts regarding conflicting social commitments between agents, while our framework enables argumentation to solve a generic problem by using previous experiences, not only taking into account the social dependencies between agents but also taking into account their preferences over a set of values. In addition, the authors do not specify the types of dependency relations that agents can have, leaving this concept as a generic relation. In our framework, argumentation experience is stored and reused to support agents in making decisions about the best argument to put forward in a specific situation. Agents belong to a society that imposes dependency relations on them, so they are related via power, authorisation, or charity dependencies. Thus, the specific dependency relation between a pair of agents plays an important role in deciding whether or not an argument posed in a past argumentation dialogue can still be persuasive in a current situation (where, possibly, agents hold a different dependency relation). For the time being, we do not deal with conflicts on dependency relations between agents, but this is an interesting extension that opens a pathway for future work.
Discussion
For purposes of simplicity, in the example proposed in this paper we have assumed that a proponent agent addresses its arguments to an opponent of its same group, having complete knowledge of the social context. However, either the proponent's features or the opponent's features could represent information about agents that act as representatives of a group and any agent can belong to different groups at the same time. In that case, another issue that this research leaves open is the problem of solving conflicts between the values inherited from the group (or from the different groups of the agent) and the agent's individual values. The decision about which values are preferred would depend on the application domain. For instance, if the argumentation framework is implemented in a collaborative application domain where agents pursue reaching the best agreement for the whole group, the group values would be given priority over individual values.
Also for reasons of simplicity, the example does not show how agents can use the dialogue graphs that are associated to argument-cases in order to take strategic decisions about which arguments are more suitable in a specific situation or about whether continuing with a current argumentation dialogue is worthwhile. For instance, to improve efficiency in a negotiation, an argumentation dialogue could be terminated if it is similar to a previous one that did not reach an agreement. Alternatively, opponent moves in a dialogue could be inferred by looking at a similar previous dialogue with the same opponent.
In addition, in real systems, some features of argument-cases may be unknown. For instance, the proponent of an argument obviously knows its value preferences, and probably knows the preferences of its group, but, in a real open MAS, it is unlikely to know the opponent's value preferences. However, the proponent might know the value preferences of the opponent's group or have some previous knowledge about the value preferences of similar agents that play the same role as the opponent. If agents belong to different groups, the group features might be unknown, but the proponent could use its experience with other agents of the opponent's group and infer them. In any case, by using a DL-reasoner, we could make inferences over the the ontological representation of the data stored in the casebase and cope with this lack of knowledge, although the reliability of the conclusions drawn from previous experiences would be worse.
The actual algorithms for implementing the agents' reasoning process and the interaction protocol for interchanging arguments between agents have been published in [17] and [16] . The algorithms depend on the application domain and the design of the real system that implements our argumentation framework. The interaction protocol defines the dialogue, commitment and termination rules, and the locutions that agents use to interchange arguments. These locutions depend on the agents' communication language and determine the intention of the argument (e.g., pose an attack or ask for justifications), the argument's sender and receiver, the format of the argument's content (e.g., if complete knowledge resources or parts are sent), etc. Also, the process for posing critical questions depends on the actual ontology of argumentation schemes that agents implement and the interaction protocol that agents follow.
Finally, we acknowledge that due to the dynamism of the argumentation domain applied to open MAS, cases can quickly become obsolete. In this research, we have followed the basic approach for updating cases when a new case that is similar enough to an existing case in the case-base must be added. However, this can give rise to databases that are too large with obsolete cases that can hinder the performance of the entire system. Therefore, there is an important opportunity here to investigate new methods for the maintenance of case-bases in order to improve the adaptability of the framework.
Conclusions
The main contribution of this work consists on the proposal of a knowledge representation formalism for a case-based argumentation framework that allows agents to argue in agent societies, taking into account their roles, preferences over values and dependency relations. The main advantages that our framework contributes over other existent frameworks are: 1) the ability to represent social information in arguments; 2) the possibility of automatically managing arguments in agent societies; 3) the improvement of the agents' argumentation skills; and 4) the easy interoperability with other frameworks that follow the argument and data interchange web standards.
After that, we present the case-based argumentation framework that agents can use to manage positions and arguments in a way that they are computable. The framework proposed is formalised by defining the notion of argument, the logical language used to repre-sent arguments, the concept of conflict between arguments and the notion of defeat between arguments. Moreover, the knowledge resources of the framework allow agents to use previous argumentation experiences to enhance their argumentation skills. These knowledge resources and the arguments that agents can interchange are ontologically defined in OWL-DL by using an ontology called ArgCBROnto, which allow heterogeneous agents in an open MAS to understand these concepts by sharing the ontology. An example scenario that shows how our framework allows agents to automatically engage in argumentation dialogues in a society taking into account the requirements identified has been also proposed. Finally, related work has been identified and compared with our proposal.
